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Hindered By a Lack of Connectivity Choices?
Current offerings haven’t kept pace with evolving communications needs.  
Poor coverage, slow data speeds, and a lack of reliability have left teams— 
and those they’re trying to help—vulnerable when it matters most.

CHALLENGES GROUND FORCES FACE

Performance
Low data-rate L-band solutions 
can’t serve high-speed voice, data 
and video requirements.

Affordability 
Currently, teams overpay for full-time 
satellite availability, whether they use it or 
not. Or they pay high, per-minute rates.

Ease of Use
Terminals can be bulky and take too 
much time to set up—often requiring 
skilled users to deploy them.

Coverage 
Ka-band networks lack depth of coverage 
and resiliency, leaving teams without 
connectivity when it’s needed most.

Secure communications are non-negotiable. But threats are often 
unpredictable, increasingly sophisticated, and global in scale.  
This makes the need for resilient, high-performance mobile  
connectivity an absolute imperative. 

From military ground forces 
to humanitarian aid and 
emergency response teams, 
seamless network connectivity 
is essential for mission success.
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Meeting Mission-Critical Needs 

Regularly updated  
information for  
quick action

Secure communications with 
no lags and no chance  
of jamming

Deeper insights  
and more detailed  
intelligence

Trust the Power of a Truly Global Network
Intelsat’s globalized network consists of the world’s largest satellite fleet working  
together with a terrestrial fiber infrastructure and robust managed services.  
Our open, interoperable architecture frees organizations from the burden of needing 
to determine how to connect, and instead lets them focus on their mission.

Managed Services
Intelsat General’s managed services simplify satellite-based 
communications and deliver the flexibility necessary to meet 
an ever-changing threat landscape. 

Satellite Fleet
Our fleet of multi-layered, Ku-band, high-throughput satellites, 
combined with teleport gateways, comprise the world’s most 
extensive and secure communications network on the planet. 
FlexMove can go anywhere you can. 

Terrestrial Infrastructure
Our IntelsatOne triple-redundant fiber terrestrial network 
operates seamlessly with our satellite technology—enabling 
true hybrid satellite and fiber connectivity, with access to 
multiple platforms and teleports. 
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No-fail Connectivity. No Exceptions.
Take advantage of the broadband connectivity government teams need to 
make informed, secure, mission-critical decisions in real time. 

• Global coverage using high-performance Ku-band satellite capacity

• Transponder availability of 99.995%

• 24/7 technical support and customer service 

FlexMove for Government also meets and/or exceeds all cybersecurity standards set by the 
Department of Defense. And Intelsat General is the only satellite operator with third-party service 
organization control 3 (SOC-3) compliance—maintaining a centrally managed cybersecurity program 
aligned with the NIST risk management framework (RMF) to meet stringent customer requirements. 

FlexMove Delivers the Agility Others Can’t
Get reliable, high-speed connectivity suited to users’ unique needs is now a reality.  

To ensure mission success, ground forces need a 
dependable communications solution engineered  
to operate in unpredictable environments and in  
hard-to-reach locations.

Portable Terminals 
Grab-and-go Comms-on-the-Move  
and Manpack terminals can be deployed  
and provisioned in minutes, without any  
prior experience.

Global Flexible Coverage
The Intelsat network consists of satellite and 
terrestrial components that cover 90% have the 
world’s population. Now, ground forces can depend 
on reliable, resilient coverage anytime, anywhere.

High-performance Network
With data rates of up to 10 Mbps x 3 Mbps, 
FlexMove is able to support the increasing 
need for high-performance video, voice, and 
data applications across a variety of devices. 

Flexible Pricing Structure
FlexMove offers affordable pricing on their  
satelite-based ground communications services 
with pay-as-you-go, monthly, unlimited, and  
pooling payment structures formulated to fit 
individual needs.
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Humanitarian Aid and Disaster Relief
When communications infrastructure is 
disabled or destroyed due to a natural disaster, 
FlexMove COTM and Manpack solutions can 
quickly provide real-time communication and 
coordination to response teams when they’re 
needed most.

Border Control
Border Control officers often operate 
beyond the coverage of cellular and 
terrestrial networks. FlexMove COTM and 
Manpack systems provide the broadband 
connectivity for critical data, voice, and video 
applications—enabling teams to do their jobs 
safely and effectively.

National Guard
From supporting state and local 
emergencies to combat operations, the 
National Guard is “Always Ready, Always 
There.” FlexMove COTM and Manpack 
systems enable fleet tracking and 
logistical coordination across multiple 
domains and mission partners.

Department of Defense
Secure mobile broadband is critical to accessing 
vital data, voice, and video applications in  
multi-domain environments.

FlexMove COTM and Manpack systems deliver 
the critical capacity and intelligence to make 
strategic decisions fast.

FlexMove at Work
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Can Your Team Afford to Wait?

Less Risk
Intelsat General ensures the network operates the way it’s supposed to for 
FlexMove users. With 50+ years of experience in satellite communications, 
we’re the leading experts in satcom network solutions.

Lower Capital Expenditure
Creating a dedicated network takes significant time and capital. Intelsat 
General owns and operates the entire hub and infrastructure, resulting in 
peace of mind for users not interested in building out their own satellite  
and terrestrial infrastructure. 

Assured Interoperability
With an end-to-end managed service, users can rest assured that all 
equipment on the network is compatible and everything works properly.

Learn how FlexMove can serve your team on 
the ground with reliable, secure, high data-rate 
communications at a flexible price. 

Speak to an expert today.
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